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In her work with countless powerful, successful women over the last 20 years, best-selling author and
economic educator Barbara Stanny found that most women's problems with cash have little related to
money itself, but rather their fear of or ambivalence toward power. Instead of pushing ladies to pursue
financial success in the traditional fashion, Sacred Success seeks to redefine power from a feminine
perspective. You can have more money, much less an end itself but as a tool for making a notable
difference and helping others. You can be financially successful without sacrificing your soul or
compromising your values. Sacred Achievement is a tutorial when planning on taking charge of your life
by firmly taking charge of your finances, and not only growing your cash but creating a deeper, richer,
and more meaningful life. It is possible to create wealth and workout power by staying true to your
feminine traits, genuine truths, and personal objective.
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  I would help them understand us even more. I enjoyed how Ms. Concentrate on priorities, not really
drown in obligations, as so many of us have inside our lives.The book is subtitled A Course in Financial
Miracles, therefore i shouldn't complain about all the concepts and so on. It just didn't function for me
just as much as her fantastic Prince Charming Isn't Arriving. I like the homework/exercises throughout the
book. She presents spiritual insights and great financial advice. Very interesting I have gotten so much out
of the book. I highly recommend this book. Jointly we are able to move mountains! Not New Age-y but
similar to a spiritual finance/business course. Eventually you won't continue to accept minimum wage
jobs, and you will stretch beyond you comfort zone and do things that make you uncomfortable .....like
search for higher paying out jobs. In any case I continue to get yourself a lot out of the book. Spiritual and
practical I enjoyed reading this reserve and was pleasantly surprised I in fact learned something
approximately finances. The author seamlessly combines teachings from A Program in Miracles with
practical financial matters. I love what she writes about, and usually just how she writes. In the event that
you feel like you have worth then you won't indefinately tolerate a number of lower paying jobs. It was
extremely brief on anything finance-related..... I would recommend this book to ANY WOMAN and many
men as well." Stanny presents this information in a grounded way. I deeply resonated with her truth about
females and success. I love just how Stanny writes about finding your purpose and . This was an
incredible read. I have placed it on my altar . A very important book, especially for women. I like just how
Stanny writes about finding your purpose and adding a spiritual component to the seek out meaningful
work. I have already been on a similiar path and everything Stanny says resonates with me and in addition
gave me new insights. I've shared many estimates with friends and provided the book to friends too. Just
how do we find meaning in all regions of our lives -- learning to be open up and take time, give ourselves
authorization to listen to our internal wisdom. Stanny began the book, authoring her experience years ago
when she found out her hubby was spending all her money and she knew nothing about financing and
what she do then, but the book gets into each one of these concepts and I found myself skimming.
Especially men married to women business owners or powerful ladies in general. I've just finished reading
Sacred Achievement for the third time. To get the very best, examine her "Overcoming Underearning"
too. A valuable book with encouraging and relevant articles. In "Sacred Success" she discusses the
spiritual work of recovery in attitudes about cash. Everyone could reap the benefits of reading this several
times in life; It was hard to complete the first several chapters. Love this book for specific reading and for
groupings. Enlightenment to Achieve Financial Success While Living Your Purpose! Best about Ladies
and Money Barbara Stanny is a genius. It is not only inspired and inspiring but also filled with practical
activities anyone can take to achieve financial achievement while living their Soul's purpose.We picked it
up once again when I felt stuck about my journey. Not only did the book provide confirmation that I'm on
your path, it also showed me just what I need to do to heal what's keeping me stuck. What a relief!Thank
you Barbara pertaining to your enlightened and comprehensive work! Increasing types income is in huge
part a mind set and also in what one will and can not tolerate. I REALLY LIKE this book! Personal Power
for Women This is another gift! Love this book!Interesting For me, there is too much concept and
defining and talking rather than enough case studies.I will check out her books, though. I started a laptop
dedicated to this reserve and thoughts that arise due to reading this. FIND OUT ABOUT Women &
Money Buy it. Geared toward women but my hubby and my 21 calendar year old son enjoyed that parts
that I read out loud to them! The author offers poignant stories and interesting info that educates the
reader and helps the reader pull conclusions about how exactly to best check out meet the goal of
increasing types income. The reserve was an easy read yet it had substance. Females and cash is a subject
not often discussed. Highly recommended for anyone in conflict making use of their success. For the
reason that one, she discusses the "outer work" of healing from underearning. Five Stars good Excellent
help with claiming your personal Power Excellent help with claiming your personal Power! I'll definitely



read this once again. Some useful information It's okay. There were some good parts when it comes to
building confidence nonetheless it was too New Agey for me. at 20, at 35, at 40 and before retirement,
but there is a special benefit for females. This was an amazing read. I also didn't realize how many
resources she had to work with even after her spouse went through a few of their money. I came across
more helpful details in Karen McCall's Financial Recovery reserve. I'm not sure her sharing most of her
psychological twists and turns while staying in a retreat room is all that helpful. I love things to become
more straightforward. Always good to empower females but this wasn't for me. This is a really great book
for women but I think it would be good for men too. I found this book to be among the best for
empowerment for females. I gave one to my sister, who also raved about it. It goes way beyond financial
achievement into how ladies are motivated and how exactly to tap into that. I have placed it on my altar
so that I remember, "I'm going for greatness and prosperity.
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